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1. Introduction 
 
The finite element method, which is used very 
successfully both industrially and academically, 
has a few limitations. ”Quality” interpolation 
depends largely on the applied mesh. A distorted 
or very ”sparse” grid leads to large errors.  
In addition, due to the structure of the mesh 
classical methods, based on it, cannot cope in 
places of discontinuity [15, 17]. 

Meshless methods were created for the need 
to eliminate the problems associated with the 
basis of approximation on the construction of  
a fixed numerical mesh. 

One of the first meshless methods was 
proposed by Lucy, Gingold and Monaghan 
[27, 28] in 1977, a method called Smoth Particle 
Hydrodynamics Method is primarily used in 
astrophysics and fluid dynamics, it is based on 
the construction of the so-called strong form.  
In 1993 it was successfully applied in solid 
mechanics [29]. 

The Galerkin's free element method 
developed by Belytschko, Y.Y Lu, L. Gu in 
1994 was the first based on the global weak form 
[18]. A year later, a method called Reproducing 
Kernel Particle Method was developed. Unlike 
the Galerkin's free element method, which uses 
moving least squares (MLS) approximation, this 
method uses wavelets to approximate. 

At the end of the 90s the Meshless Local 
Petrov-Galerkin Method was elaborated. 

The main difference between the methods 
based on the generation of global weak forms, 
and the Petrov-Galerkin method consists on the 
generation of weak forms in local domains, 
and then a full integration within them [1, 2, 7]. 

Meshless methods originally used in 
continuum mechanics, very quickly found 
application in other domains of science. The first 
publications on the methods for calculating 
meshless electromagnetic fields appeared in 
1998 [13, 20]. Meshless methods were used to 
solve electrostatic and magnetostatic problems 
[3, 4, 5, 9, 14, 22,]. In publications [8, 23]  
a solution method of the Helmholtz wave 
equation was presented with the help of the 
meshless method, based on the fundamental 
solution, and in publication [15] with the help of 
Galerkin's free elements. 

Wavelet analysis also found its use in 
meshless methods, in publications [10, 11, 12] 
wavelet analysis in meshless algorithms 
implementations were presented. 

Scope, in which meshless methods found 
little use is associated with the modelling of 
dynamic processes. 

Most of the currently known solutions 
refers stationary or quasi-stationary electric or 
magnetic fields. 

The following article presents an analysis of 
the possibility of applying the meshless 
algorithm to simulate the diffusion phenomenon. 

The basic features, to which attention 
should be paid to during building the numerical 
algorithm were identified. A method of 
analyzing properties and parameters of diffusion 
simulation based on the meshless algorithm was 
also proposed. 

 
2. Basic Approximation 
 
Let us consider an unknown scalar function u(x) 
in domain Ω describing the state of the medium 
(temperature, density, etc.) . 
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The basic approximation of the scalar 
function u(x) in domain Ω can be expressed  
as [17, 21]: 

( ) ( ) ( )xuxxu I
SI

I
h ∑

∈
Φ=   (2.1) 

where: 
R:I →ΩΦ  shape function, 

uI  function value in node xI, 
S set of nodes I for which ( ) 0≠Φ xI . 

The function shape (2.1) is an approximation, 
and not an interpolation, because the following 
occurs: 

)( I
h

I xuu ≠    (2.2) 
Approximation using the method of moving 

the smallest squares is the basic approximation 
used in meshless methods [1, 2, 8, 16, 17,  
18, 19]. 

Later in the section the scheme of 
constructing the shape function for 
approximation using the method of moving least 
square (MLS) will be presented. 

We are in search for an approximation of an 
unknown function u(x), in x points called nodes. 
Let us denote with uh(x) the approximated 
function value in point x [8]: 
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m

j

T
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h xaxpxaxpxu )()()()()(  (2.3) 

where: m is the number of base polynomials, 
a(x) is the vector of coefficients dependent on x. 

})(...)({)( 0 xaxaxa m
T =     (2.4) 

In case of one dimension the of base 
polynomials matrix takes the form of: 
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m
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Having n function values of u1, u2, u3, u4 ... un in 
n nodes x1, x2, x3, x4, ... xn using the equation 
(2.3) we can express the approximated value of 
the function in nodes: 
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Let us build the J functional weighted residual: 
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where: w(x−xI) is a weight function associated 
with node I. 

The design or selection of the ”proper” 
weighted function is very important for the 
”quality” of the approximations made 
[8, 17, 18]. 

The design of the weighting function should 
use the following principles: 

• the value of the weighted function needs to 
be ≥ 0 

• the weighted function must be continuous 
• with the increasing distance from node xI 

the function value should rapidly decrease 
(the area in which the weight function takes 
positive values is also called a carrier) 

• the weight function must be at least the 
class of a shape function (i.e. if the shape 
function is a class of C2, then the weight 
function also must be at least class C2). 

The above rules can be written formally: 
1. ( ) 0>− Ixxw  inside the weighted function 

suport, 
2. ( ) 0=− Ixxw  outside the weighted 

function suport, 

3. ∫
Ω

=Ω− ,1)( dxxw I  

4. ( )Ixxw −  is monotonically decreasing. 
 

In the considered approximation, in the given 
point x, the coefficients a(x) should be chosen in 
such a way as to minimize the weighted residual. 
The minimization condition can be written as: 

0=
∂
∂

a
J

     (2.8) 

Equation (2.8) takes on the form of: 
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in the matrix form: 

SUxBxaxA )()()( =   (2.10) 
where: 
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By solving equation (2.10) relative to a(x) we 
obtain: 

SUxBxAxa )()()( 1−=   (2.11) 

S
Th UxBxAxpxu )()()()( 1−=      (2.12) 

 
From (2.1) and (2.12) the approximation 
function shape can be determined using the 
method of moving least squares (MLS): 

)()()()( 1 xBxAxpx T −=Φ  (2.13) 
or the shape function ΦI linked with node I in 
point x: 
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)()()()()( 1
II

T
I xpxwxAxpx −=Φ    (2.14) 

A special case of a polynomial base is the zero-
dimensional base, i.e. p(x)={1} for which the 
shape function of the form takes on the 
following form: 
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3. Exemplary Weighted Functions 
 
The most commonly used weighted functions 
are [2, 8, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21]: 
–    exponential weight function: 
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cs – constant determining the ”shape” of the 
function (cs>0) 

−     cubic weighted function 
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−     square weighted function 
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where: 

d
dr I=   II xxd −=   (3.4) 

d – is the size of the surroundings around the 
node. 

In the case of two or three dimensions the 
following are usually used: 
• circular surrounding: 
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• or rectangular surrounding: 
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Since the size of a node's surroundings 
depends on the adopted deployment of nodes 
and the size of the problem, it is practical to 
introduce a dimensionless indicator rmax 
[8, 18, 20] that describes the size of the 

surroundings around the nodes. The rmax 
indicator can be defined as a number (greater 
than 1) defined by formula: 

max

max
d

dr =    (3.7) 

where:  
d – surrounding size 
dmax – maximum distance between neighbouring 
nodes. 

 
4. The Solution to the Meshless 

Diffusion Equation Using  
the Petrov-Galerkin Method 

 
In [24] the solution to the diffusion equation was 
presented from a meshless finite source using the 
Petrov-Galerkin method. 

The one-dimensional diffusion problem in 
interval [a,b] was solved, described by equation: 

0=−− fcuu xxt   (4.1) 
with the following boundary and initial 
conditions: 

autau =),(  butbu =),(  1)0,( uxu =  (4.2) 
where: 
u – solution, 
c – diffusion constant, 
f – function dependent on the medium. 

The approximation function was used in the 
solution with separated variables in the form of: 

( ) ( ) ( )xuttxu I
SI

I
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(4.3) 

By solving the equation using the Petrov-
Galerkin method for the spatial variable and 
using the Crank-Nicolson method for the time 
variable the system of equations was obtained, 
which should be solved in the following time 
steps. 

ftButtAu +=Δ+ )()(   (4.4) 
where matrixes A, B and f are determined in 
accordance with the following formulas [24]: 
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for the remaining i 
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where: 
jφ  − shape function linked with node j 
'
jφ  − shape function derivative linked with  

node j 
iω  − weighted function linked with node i 
'
iω  − weighted function derivative linked with 

node i 
xQiR − right limit of the surroundings of node i 
xQiL − left limit of the surroundings of node i. 

 
5. Presenting the Obtained Results 
 
The simulation numerical algorithm of the 
diffusion process was implemented in 
FORTRAN [26]. 

The following equation was resolved: 
0=− xxt cuu     (5.1) 

with boundary and initial limitations: 
0),( =tau  0),( =tbu  )()0,( 1 xuxu =    (5.2) 

Results were compared with the analytical 
solution calculated according to equation [31]: 
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Calculations were done for the following 

boundary and initial limitations: 
a = 0 [m], b = 10 [m] 

 (5.4) 
where: 

a)*(b,ax
a)*(b,ax
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N – number of nodes in interval [a,b]. 
 
Function u1 appears as in figure 1. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Shape of function u1 
 
The following number of nodes were accepted 
N = [60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200] and 
their equal distribution. The distance between 
nodes is presented in table 1. 

 
Tab. 1. Distance between nodes  

depending on their number 
 

Number of 
nodes 

Distance between nodes [m] 

60 0.169 
80 0.127 

100 0.101 
120 0.084 
140 0.072 
160 0.063 
180 0.056 
200 0.050 

 
The weighted function and weighted function 
derivative graphs used in the simulation is 
presented in figure 2. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Weighted square function and its derivative 
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Fig. 3. Shape function and its derivative 
 

Approximation of the moving least squares 
(MLS) with a zero-dimensional base. The shape 
function and shape function derivative graph is 
presented in figure 3. The following calculation 
algorithm was accepted: 
− for the assumed initial and boundary 

limitations calculate the analytical solution 
in interval [a,b] for n nodes at time of t 

− start the meshless algorithm  
o for each step calculate the mean square 

error of the results obtained in the nodes 
for meshless and analytical solutions  

o complete the calculation if the error 
obtained in the next step is larger than 
the error from the previous step 

o assume the outcome as the results 
obtained in the previous step 

− determine the parameters of the obtained 
solution: 
o time after which the algorithm obtained 

the solution – as the product of the 
number of steps and time step  

o sum of values of the absolute difference 
in the result and analytical result 

o mean square error of the difference in 
the result and analytical result. 

− record the obtained results. 
Research was performed on following the 

algorithm parameters  
− the accuracy of the results, 
− range of variation of the algorithm 

parameters, such as time step dt and the 
rmax coefficient for which solutions 
have physical form, 

− behaviour of the algorithm for solutions 
pursuing the constant value.  

In the first step an analysis was conducted 
for the following parameter values: 
− diffusion coefficient 0.05, time t = 50s 
− time step dt = [1s; 1.5s; 2.0s; 2.5s; 3.0s; 

3.5s; 4.0s; 4.5s] 
− coefficient rmax = [1.1; 1.4; 1.7, 2.0; 2.3]. 

Variation range of the rmax coefficient was 
accepted on the basis of literature data 
[8, 18, 20]. 

Calculations were done on an Intel® 
Core™2 Quad Q8300 2,50GHz 6GB RAM 
computer with Windows 7 Professional SP1 
64bit. 

Based on the analysis of the achieved 
results it was ascertained that: 
• for the selected parameters time shown by 

the implemented algorithm, for the smallest 
mean square error compared to analytical 
solutions, differs from the time of the 
analytical solution 

• mean square error:  
o increases along with the increase of 

nodes 
o increases along with the increase of the 

rmax coefficient. 
These results are visible in figures 4 and 5. 
Since for the selected parameters the time to 

obtain the analytical result by the implemented 
meshless algorithm, depending on the number of 
nodes and the rmax coefficient, seems to be  
a linear curve, calculations were carried out to 
determine these dependencies. 

The following values were accepted: 
• diffusion coefficient 0.05 
• time t = [10s,25s,40s,55s,70s] 
• time step dt = [1; 1.5; 2.0; 2.5; 3.0; 3.5; 4.0; 

4.5] 
• coefficient rmax = [1.3; 1.8; 2.3] 

These results are visible in figures 6, 7 
and 8. 

Based on the obtained numbers the time 
dependencies of the implemented algorithm time 
specified, the results are included in table 2. 
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Fig. 4. The time at which the meshless algorithm 
achieved an analytical solution depending on the 

rmax coefficient and number of nodes 
 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. The average mean square error dependency on 
the rmax coefficient and the number of nodes 

 

 

 
 
 

Fig. 6. The time after which the meshless algorithm 
achieved an analytical result depending on the 
number of nodes for rmax = 1.3 and diffusion 

coefficient = 0.05 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. The time after which the meshless algorithm 
achieved an analytical result depending on the 
number of nodes for rmax = 1.8 and diffusion 

coefficient = 0.05 
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Fig. 8. The time after which the meshless algorithm 
achieved an analytical result depending on the 
number of nodes for rmax = 2.3 and diffusion 

coefficient = 0.05 
 

Dependencies were used to determine the 
accuracy of the implemented algorithm for the 
following parameters: 
• diffusion coefficient 0.9: 

o time t = [1s,2s,3s,4s,5s] 
o time step dt = [1; 1.5; 2.0; 2.5; 3.0] 
o coefficient rmax = [1.3; 2.3] 

• diffusion coefficient 0.3: 
o time  t = [1s,11s,21s,31s,41s] 
o time step dt = [1; 1.5; 2.0; 2.5; 3.0] 
o coefficient rmax = [1.3; 1.8; 2.3] 

• diffusion coefficient 0.2: 
o time  t = [1s,11s,21s,31s,41s] 
o time step dt = [1; 1.5; 2.0; 2.5; 3.0] 
o coefficient rmax = [1.3; 1.8; 2.3] 

• diffusion coefficient 0,1: 
o time  t = [1s,11s,21s,31s,41s] 
o time step dt = [1; 1.5; 2.0; 2.5; 3.0] 
o coefficient rmax = [1.3; 1.8; 2.3] 

• diffusion coefficient 0,05: 
o time  t = [10s,110s,210s,310s,410s] 
o time step dt = [1; 1.5; 2.0; 2.5; 3.0] 
o coefficient rmax = [1.3; 1.8; 2.3] 

• diffusion coefficient 0,005: 
o time  t = [10s,410s,810s,1210s,1610s] 
o time step dt = [1; 1.5; 2.0; 2.5; 3.0] 
o coefficient rmax = [1.3; 1.8; 2.3]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Tab. 2. Time dependencies of the implemented 
algorithm 

 
rmax No. of 

Nodes 
MLPG Time Dependency on Real-time 

1.3 60 MLPG Time = 18.996*time + 2.767 
80 MLPG Time = 34.081*time + 2.592 
100 MLPG Time = 53.523*time + 2.617 
120 MLPG Time = 77.311*time + 3.212 
140 MLPG Time = 105.467*time + 3.667 
160 MLPG Time = 138.043*time + 3.373 
180 MLPG Time = 174.978*time + 3.454 
200 MLPG Time = 216.289*time + 3.102 

1.8 60 MLPG Time = 10.603*time + 4.029 
80 MLPG Time = 19.09*time + 3.202 
100 MLPG Time = 29.955*time + 3.9 
120 MLPG Time = 43.286*time + 4.025 
140 MLPG Time = 59.1*time + 3.437 
160 MLPG Time = 77.319*time + 4.160 
180 MLPG Time = 97.992*time + 4.367 
200 MLPG Time = 121.123*time + 4.367 

2.3 60 MLPG Time = 6.727*time + 3.462 
80 MLPG Time = 12.106*time + 3.156 
100 MLPG Time = 19.013*time + 3.129 
120 MLPG Time = 27.449*time + 3.498 
140 MLPG Time = 37.478*time + 3.329 
160 MLPG Time = 49.019*time + 3.848 
180 MLPG Time = 62.122*time + 3.923 
200 MLPG Time = 76.747*time + 4.514 

 

Maximum and minimum value of the mean 
square error are presented in table 3. 
 
 

Tab. 3. Maximum and minimum mean square error 
depending on the accepted simulation parameters 

 
Diffusion 

Coefficient 
rmax Mean Square Error 

Maximum Minimum 
0.9 1.3 0.0066 0.000017 

2.3 0.1163 0.000223 
0.3 1.3 0.0024 0.000014 

1.8 0.0187 0.000128 
2.3 0.0425 0.000186 

0.2 1.3 0.0016 0.0000056 
1.8 0.0123 0.0000834 
2.3 0.0274 0.0000756 

0.1 1.3 0.00077 0.00000097 
1.8 0.00584 0.00001182 
2.3 0.01295 0.00000942 

0.05 1.3 0.00016 0.00000024 
1.8 0.00058 0.00000515 
2.3 0.00073 0.00000813 

0.005 1.3 0.0121 0.00000035 
1.8 0.0087 0.00000059 
2.3 0.0084 0.00000099 
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6. Conclusion 
 
1. Using the algorithm for the numerical 

simulation of variable processes in time 
requires determining the range of input 
parameters for which the results have a 
physical meaning. 

2. The meshless implemented algorithm can 
be successfully applied to time-dependent 
problems, aiming at a stationary solution, if 
such exists. 

3. The meshless implemented algorithm 
obtains correct results for the tested 
diffusion coefficient range.  

4. For each task, it is necessary to make a 
selection of a coefficient determining the 
size of the surrounding around the node 
(rmax) and the time step (dt). 

5. Analyses show that the range for 
rmax = [1.3-2.3] is admissible. 

6. In case of a coefficient value rmax > 2.3 the 
algorithm is divergent. 

7. The dt time step algorithm should be chosen 
depending on the size of the diffusion 
coefficient and simulation time. 

8. For small values of the diffusion coefficient 
it can take higher values, while in the case 
of a large diffusion coefficient the time step 
should be small. 

9. The implemented meshless algorithm 
behaves correctly for solutions pursuing  
a constant value. 
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Własności bezsiatkowej metody symulacji dyfuzji ze źródła skończonego 

 
T. DAWIDOWICZ 

 
W pracy przedstawiono analizę właściwości algorytmu numerycznego symulacji dyfuzji ze źródła skończonego 
opartego o bezsiatkową metodę numeryczną. Wykazano zależności czasowe symulacji oraz przedstawiono błędy 
symulacji. Wskazano zakres parametrów, dla których metoda uzyskuje wyniki fizyczne. 

 
Słowa kluczowe: metoda bezsiatkowa, dyfuzja, symulacja. 
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